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Abstract
Head motions naturally occur in synchrony with speech and 
may carry paralinguistic information, such as intentions, 
attitudes and emotions, in dialogue communication. With the 
aim of verifying the relationship between head motions and 
the linguistic and paralinguistic functions carried by speech, 
analyses were conducted on motion-captured data of several 
speakers during natural dialogues. The analysis results firstly 
confirmed the trends of our previous work, showing that 
regardless the speaker, nods frequently occur during speech 
utterances, not only for expressing dialogue acts such as 
agreement and affirmation, but also appearing at the last 
syllable of the phrases, in strong phrase boundaries, 
especially when the speaker is confidently talking, or 
expressing interest to the interlocutor’s talk. Inter-speaker 
variability indicated that the frequency of head motions may 
vary according to the speaker’s age or status, while intra-
speaker variability indicated that the frequency of head 
motions also differ depending on the inter-personal 
relationship with the interlocutor.
Index Terms: head motions, paralinguistic information, 
dialogue acts, prosody, spontaneous speech. 

1. Introduction
Head motions often occur during speech utterances. 
Sometimes these motions are intentional and have meanings 
in communication, for example, nods are frequently used for 
expressing agreement, while shakes are used for expressing 
disagreement. However, most of time, the head motions are 
unconsciously produced. One of our motivations for the 
present work is to obtain a method to generate head motions 
from the speech signal, for example in an application of tele-
operation of a humanoid robot (such as an android), where 
head motions would be automatically controlled from the 
operator’s voice. 

Many works tried to find a correspondence between head 
motions and prosodic features, such as the fundamental 
frequency (F0) contours, which represents pitch movements, 
and energy contours, in several languages like English, 
Japanese and Swedish [1-6]. However, most of these works 
analyze read speech or acted emotional speech data. In [7], 
relations between head movements and the semantics of 
utterances are analyzed in Japanese spoken dialogue, by also 
considering speaking turn, and speech functions. 

In our previous work [8], we analyzed spontaneous 
dialogue speech data of one Japanese female speaker, and 
found relationship between head motions and dialogue acts 
(including turn taking functions), and between dialogue acts 
and prosodic and voice quality features. One of our findings 
was that nods frequently appear in dialogue speech, not only 
for expressing dialogue acts such as agreement and 

affirmation, but also as indicative of syntactic or semantic 
units, appearing at the last syllable of the phrases, in strong 
phrase boundaries. However it was not clear if these findings 
could be generalized for other speakers. 

In the present work, we extended our analysis on the 
relationship between head motions and speech for several 
speakers, and discuss about their intra- and inter-speaker 
variability. 

2. Data collection and annotation 
procedure

2.1. Data
Several sessions of about 10-15 minutes of free dialogue 
conversations between two dialogue partners were recorded. 
Data of 7 speakers (4 male and 3 female speakers) were 
recorded. Table 1 shows the list of speakers and their 
respective interlocutors, and the relationships between them. 
The relationship between the dialogue partners will be useful 
for interpreting the intra-speaker variability. 

Table 1. List of speakers and interlocutors, and the 
relationship between them.

Speaker (age) Interlocutor (relationship with speaker) 
FMH (30) FKH (mother), MHI (boss of the boss), 

MSN (colleague of the boss), MSR 
(boyfriend) 

FKN (30) FKH (mother of the colleague), MHI 
(boss of the boss), MSN (colleague of the 
boss)

FKH (50s) FMH (daughter), FKN (daughter’s friend)
MHI (45) FMH (subordinate of subordinate), FKN 

(subordinate of subordinate) 
MSN (38) FMH (subordinate of colleague), FKN 

(subordinate of colleague) 
MIT (30) FMH (friend of friend), FKN (friend) 
MSR (29) FMH (girlfriend) 

Simultaneous recordings of audio, video and motion data 
were conducted for both dialogue partners. The distance 
between the subjects was set as distant as possible while 
allowing the motion capturing of both subjects, resulting in 
about 1 m. Directional microphones (Sanken CS-1) were 
positioned pointing towards each subject.  

The motion capture system used is the Hawk system from 
Motion Analysis. Ten infra-red cameras are arranged in a 
rectangle form around a room in order to capture the motions 
of both speakers. Seven hemispherical passive reflective 
markers are applied to the speaker’s head, nose and chin, as 
shown in Figure 1. The markers on the head and nose provide 
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a static reference frame for the (rigid) head, while the marker 
on the chin (relative to the nose marker) was used to align the 
motion data with the speech audio data, since systematic 
errors sometimes occurred in the synchronization between 
these data.  
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Figure 1: Markers and angles used to describe head 
motions.

The three rotation angles, shown in Figure 1, are used to 
describe the head motions. We use the terms “nod”, “shake” 
and “tilt”, in correspondence with the terms “pitch”, “yaw”, 
and “roll”, used in aerodynamics. The head rotation angles 
are estimated from the markers based on the singular value 
decomposition method [9], given by the following 
expressions.

[U,D,VP

T
P] = svd ( reference * target ),  (1) 

where reference and target are the 3D marker set of the 
neutral and current positions respectively, translated to new 
coordinates having their centroids as origin. The rotation 
matrix is obtained by 

R = V*UP

T
P.  (2) 

The rotation angles are then obtained from the elements 
of the rotation matrix R according to the following 
expressions:

tilt angle = atan2(R(2,1),R(1,1)),                (3) 

nod angle = atan2(-R(3,1),sqrt(R(3,2)^2+R(3,3)^2)),     (4) 

shake angle = atan2(R(3,2),R(3,3)),                (5) 

where sqrt is the square root function, ^ is the exponential 
function and atan2 is the arc-tangent function of Matlab.

The speech utterances were manually segmented in phrase 
units, and transcribed by a native speaker of Japanese. The 
segmentation resulted in a total of 16920 phrases.

2.2. Head motion tags 
The following tag set was used to annotate the head motions, 
based on the display of the three rotation angles along the 
time, and the video information. 
� fu (face up): the face is moving up. 
� fd (face down): the face is moving down. 
� nd (nod): single nod (down-up motion). 
� mnd (multiple nods): multiple nods occur along the 

phrase. 
� ud (up-down): single up-down motion. 
� sh (shake): shakes (left-right motions) occur within the 

phrase. 

� ti (tilt): head tilts occur within the phrase. 
� no: no head motions. 

Nods were not necessarily realized by perfect vertical 
head motions. They can be accompanied by a slight head tilt. 
We considered the motion which had the strongest magnitude.  

2.3. Dialogue act tags 
Dialogue act tags were annotated for each phrase in the 
dataset, according to the following set, based on the tags 
proposed in [10], considering dialogue acts, such as 
affirmative or negative reaction, expression of emotions like 
surprise or unexpectedness, and turn-taking functions. 
� k (keep): the speaker is keeping the turn; a short pause 

or a clear pitch reset is accompanied at strong phrase 
boundaries.

� k2 (keep): weak phrase boundaries in the middle of an 
utterance (when no pause exists between phrases). 

� k3 (keep): the speaker lengthens the end of the phrase, 
usually when thinking, but keeping the turn (may or may 
not be followed by a pause). 

� f (filler): the speaker is thinking or preparing the next 
utterance, e.g., “uuun”, “eeee”, “eettoo”, “anoo”
(“uhmmm”). 

� f2 (conjunctions): can be considered as non-lengthened 
fillers, e.g., “dakara”, “jaa”, “dee” (“I mean”, “so”). 

� g (give): the speaker finished talking and is giving the 
turn to the interlocutor. 

� q (question): the speaker is making a question or asking 
for a confirmation to the interlocutor. 

� bc (backchannels): the speaker is producing 
backchannels (agreeable responses) to the interlocutor, 
e.g., “un” usually accompanied by a fall pitch movement, 
“hai” (“uh-huh”, “yes”). 

� su (admiration/surprise/unexpectedness): the speaker 
is producing an expressive reaction (admiration, 
surprise) to the interlocutor’s utterances, e.g., “heee”,
“uso!”, “ah!” (“wow”, “really?”) 

� dn (denial, negation): E.g., “iie”, and “uun”
accompanied by a fall-rise pitch movement (“no”, “uh-
uh”).

Dialog act tags were annotated for each phrase by one 
subject, and later checked/corrected by another subject. 

3. Analysis results on the relations 
between head motions and speech 

3.1. Head motions and dialogue acts 
Figure 2 shows the distributions of the head motions for each 
dialogue act function, arranged for each pair of speaker and 
interlocutor. The y-axes are the number of occurrences 
normalized by the total length of the utterances, in tens of 
seconds, for each dialogue. For example, for phrases hacving 
a turn-giving dialogue act (g, first histogram) in the 
conversation between FMH and FKH, on average, over a 10-
second interval, no head motions (no, first bar) occurred in 
about 1.75 phrases.

First, the general trends of head motions for each dialogue 
act function are analyzed, by observing the distributions of 
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each graph in Figure 2, disregarding the intra- and inter-
speaker variability.  

Firstly, it can be noted that nods (nd) and multiple nods 
(mnd) occur with high frequency during backchannels (bc).
Nods were also frequently observed at the strong phrase 
boundaries (k, g, q), regardless of the presence or the type of 
a particle at the end of the phrase. Even in questions (q),
where the end of the phrase is usually accompanied by a 
rising intonation, nods were more frequent than up-down or 
face-up motions. This is one factor that contributes to reduce 
the correlation between pitch and head motions. 

Nods occur with less frequency at weak phrase 
boundaries in the middle of an utterance (k2), and at phrase 
boundaries where the speaker is thinking or indicates that 
he/she didn’t finish to utter (k3, f, f2). In these dialogue act 
categories, predominance of no head motions (no) is observed. 

Sequence of multiple nods (mnd) occurred along the 
whole utterance when the speaker was expressing strong 
agreement, deep understanding or interest to the interlocutor’s 
talk. When multiple nods occur in a sequence of backchannels 
such as in “un un un un”, usually the first nod was larger than 
the others. 

Phrases expressing surprise/admiration/unexpectedness
(su) occurred with less frequency in the database.  No head 
motion (no), face up motions (fu) and tilt motions (ti) were 
predominant.

These results are all in agreement with our previous report 
on the analysis for one female speaker [8]. 

3.2. Intra- and inter-speaker variability 
Analysis results of inter-speaker variability indicated that the 
frequency of head motions varies according to the speaker.  

For example, two of the four male speakers (MSN and 
MHI) had much less head motions than the others. One 
hypothesis for this fact would be that their social statuses 
were higher than their dialogue partners (research assistants). 
Another hypothesis would be a difference in age between the 
speakers and the interlocutors. On the other hand, it could be 
that these speakers simply don’t move their heads much while 
speaking. Further data analysis would be necessary to verify 
these hypotheses. 

Analysis of intra-speaker variability indicated that the 
frequency of head motions differ depending on the inter-
personal relationship with the interlocutor. 

It was observed that head motions had significantly lower 
frequency when the interlocutor was a close friend or a family 
member. For example, in speaker FMH, it can be noted that 
no head motions (no) occur with higher frequency and nods 
(nd, mnd) occur with lower frequency in g, q, bc and k,
when FMH talks with her mother (FKH) or with her 
boyfriend (MSR). Also, in backchannels (bc), most head 
motions are single nods (nd) in FMHxFKH and FMHxMSR, 
while the frequency of multiple nods (mnd) increase when 
FMH is talking with MSN, MHI and MIT, which are first 
meeting dialogue partners. One explanation for this fact 
would be that head motions (or more specifically nods) are 
used to express attitudes, like showing interest to the 
interlocutor’s talk. For family members, careless behaviors 
tend to occur, so that the head motions become less frequent. 
Regarding the turn-keeping utterances (k), nods are frequent 
when FMH talks with MIT, but less frequent, when FMH 
talks with MSN and MHI. An explanation for this fact would 
be that FMH didn’t assert herself when talking with MSN and 
MHI, while FMH was talking more confidently (making 

strong assertions) when talking with MIT (which is a friend of 
a friend, and has close age to FMH). 

Regarding the speaker FKN, it is observed in bc that 
multiple nods (mnd) were frequent compared to single nods 
(nd) when she talks with FKH, MHI and MSN, who are older 
than her and who she is meeting for the first time, while 
single nods are predominant when talking to her friend MIT. 
In k and g, it is observed that no head motions are 
predominant when talking with FKH, MHI and MSN. The 
explanation for this fact would be the same for FMH, so that 
FKN didn’t assert herself when talking with older partners 
she is meeting for the first time (FKH, MHI and MSN), while 
FKN talked more confidently with MHI. 

For speaker FKH, the frequency of no head motion (no) is 
relatively higher when talking with her daughter (FMH), than 
when talking with the daughter’s friend (FKN). It also can be 
noted that multiple nods (mnd) occur more frequently when 
talking with FKN. 

For speakers MHI and MIT, no clear difference is 
observed between the distributions for different interlocutors 
(FMH and FKN), probably because the inter-personal 
relationship between the speaker and the interlocutors were 
close. However, a difference was observed in speaker MSN, 
when talking to FMH and FKN. It can be noted that in g, bc
and k, the frequency of nods (nd and mnd) is higher when 
talking with FMH than when talking with FKN. Detailed 
analysis on the dialogue data indicated that a possible 
explanation for this difference is that MSN is talking more 
confidently and more cheerfully with FMH, than when 
talking with FKN. 

4. Conclusions
Analyses were conducted to verify the relations between head 
motions and speech in spontaneous dialogue data of several 
speakers. Among the head motions, nods were the most 
frequent, appearing not only for expressing dialogue acts such 
as agreement or affirmation, but also appearing at the last 
syllable of the phrases, in strong phrase boundaries. Inter-
speaker variability indicated that the frequency of head 
motions may vary according to the speaker’s age or status, 
while intra-speaker variability indicated that the frequency of 
head motions may differ depending on the inter-personal 
relationship with the interlocutor. The following factors were 
found to increase the frequency of nods during dialogue 
speech: 1) the speaker is talking with confidence; 2) the 
speaker is expressing interest to the interlocutor’s talk; 3) the 
speaker is talking cheerfully or with enthusiasm. Such 
attitudes appeared mostly when there is a difference in the 
social status between the dialogue partners. 

The next step of our work is to increase the number of 
speakers and the number of interlocutors per speaker in the 
database, and verify the effects of inter-personal relationship 
on head motions. Future works are to apply the analysis 
results on automatic head motion generation from speech. 
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Figure 2. Distributions of the head motions (no, nd, mnd, fd, ud, fu, ti, sh) for each dialogue act function (g, q, bc, k, k2, k3, f, f2,
su), arranged for each pair of speaker vs. interlocutor. The y-axes are the number of occurrences normalized by the total length

of the utterances (in tens of seconds), for each dialogue. 
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Figure 2. (Cont. for speakers FKH, MHI, MSN, MIT and MSR)
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